In [1] , an MLSE receiver structure was derived for unknown, time-varying, frequencyselective, Rayleigh fading channels and uncorrelated diversity sources. In this letter, the receiver design is extended to the case of correlated diversity sources. Correlated diversity sources typically arise with space diversity, where constraints on antenna volume require that diversity antennae be placed too closely together. Analytic and simulated BER curves are presented for receivers which exploit and ignore the correlation. In the former case, we find a small BER improvement that reduces with decreasing correlation. However, for a fixed receiver complexity, superior performance is achieved when the correlation is ignored.
I. Introduction
In [1] , an MLSE diversity receiver structure was derived for uncorrelated diversity sources, based on the Innovation process, or equivalently, on linear predictors. A branch metric is computed as the sum of the diversity sources' branch metrics, which are each calculated separately. However, when the diversity sources are correlated, the correlation can be exploited to improve prediction. This is unlike the case of the known channel, where correlation between diversity sources has no influence [2] . Correlated diversity sources arise for instance in space diversity when antennae are not located at the zeroes of the other antennae's spatial correlation functions. This letter is organised as follows. In section II, the signal model is described. In section III, the MLSE receiver for correlated diversity sources is derived. In section IV, the receiver's performance is characterised.
II. Signal Model
As shown in figure 1, a linearly modulated signal,
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is distorted by the dth channel,
where a(t) is the transmitted signal in complex baseband; {β i } is a sequence of differentiallyencoded complex phasors taken from an M-ary constellation; h(t) is the transmitted pulse shape, and is only non-zero over [0; HT); 0 < H < ∞ is the transmitted pulse length in symbol periods; T is the symbol period; y d (t) is the received signal from the dth diversity source in complex baseband;
is the time-varying, frequency-selective, Rayleigh fading channel experienced by the dth diversity source, and is only non-zero over [0; τ] in ξ; τ is the maximum delay spread 
It is only non-zero over l-ir∈{0,..,Lr-1}, where
is its length in symbol periods.
The samples from each diversity source are interleaved, y l
\ , into a vector for receiver processing, as proposed in [12] . Three such vectors are defined:
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is an positive integer constant defined subsequently. The received signal autocovariance satisfies 
where
is the received pulse autocovariance;
is the channel autocovariance and is assumed to be wide sense stationary; and
is the noise autocovariance, and assumed independent between diversity sources and samples. We define [5, 6, 7] .
In producing this letter's results, we assume space diversity and a WSSUS channel with N discrete fading paths with equal power, so the channel's autocovariance has the form, 
The time autocovariance of [8] generalises to a time-antenna autocovariance [10] , 
III. MLSE for Correlated Diversity Threads
The maximum likelihood detector chooses the sequence which maximises
The pdf, 
IV. Receiver Performance
The receiver's BER is characterised by simulation and analysis [7, 10] . The simulated results are generated from a Monte-Carlo simulation of figure 1. Randomly generated data is transmitted and detected until at least 200 bit errors are observed. The simulation parameters are as follows.
The data is differentially encoded BPSK. A root raised cosine pulse is used, with 50% excess bandwidth, and windowed with a Hanning window to H = 2.5 symbol periods. The channel is modelled by N = 3 Rayleigh fading paths, spaced equally over τ = 0.5T seconds, having equal mean power. D = 2 space diversity sources are available. The channel is fast fading, f D T = 0.1. Analytic results use the union bound technique and residue calculations [7, 10] . Approximate lower bounds consider only nearest-neighbour cycle slips, and truncated union bounds consider these and nearest neighbour one symbol error events.
In figure 2 , uncorrelated diversity sources provide optimal performance. However, excellent
BERs are achieved even with reasonable correlations. The improvement diminishes as the diversity sources' correlation increases. In figure 3 , the relative performance of joint and disjoint prediction is compared. Joint prediction provides D-fold longer predictors without increasing the number of states, whereas for disjoint prediction, the number of states increases 
V. Conclusions
The MLSE diversity receiver for correlated diversity sources has been derived. By interleaving samples from all diversity sources, their correlation can be exploited to improve the prediction. However, the predictor length must be truncated in practice, and the best samples to use in the predictions are those from matching diversity sources. Thus it is best to ignore the correlation between diversity sources. 
